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not remember this, for I seldom if ever saw her. We were
left almost entirely to the bringing up of Nene, who was
loving and efficient, and taught us our manners and our
prayers.
Sometimes we visited our Churchill cousins, whose parents,
like ours, were preoccupied with worldly things. Our nurses
were friends, Winston loved " Everest" as Peter loved
" Nene," and she played the same tender devoted part. Whilst
the two women gossiped about " their " children, we played
together, or appeared to play. I overheard fragments of
adult conversation: Clare was a dull child, Peter lovable,
Winston headstrong. Winston had threatened, if he could
not get his own way, that he would . . . (and he had searched
in his mind for the one thing that would strike his nurse
as wickedest) he would " go and worship idols! " But
he had heart, for once when he had shot a small bird with
an air-gun he was overcome with remorse and wept at
bedtime.
Winston was a large schoolboy when I was still in the
nursery. He had a disconcerting way of looking at me criti-
cally and saying nothing. He filled me with awe. His play-
room contained from one end to the other a plank table on
trestles, upon which were thousands of lead soldiers arranged
for battle. He organized wars. The lead battalions were
manoeuvred into action, peas and pebbles committed great
casualties, forts were stormed, cavalry charged, bridges were
destroyed—real water tanks engulfed the advancing foe.
Altogether it was a most impressive show, and played with
an interest that was no ordinary child game,
One summer the Churchills rented a small house in the
country for the holidays. It was called Banstead. Winston,
and Jack his brother, built a log house with the help of the
gardener's children, and dug a ditch round it which they
contrived to fill with water, and made a drawbridge that really
could pull up and down. Here again war proceeded. The
fort was stormed. I was hurriedly removed from the scene of
action as soon as mud and stones began to fly with effect.
But the incident impressed me and Winston became a very
important person in my estimation.

